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Abstract The purpose of this study is to determine the

common patterns of brain dominance and the levels of the
emotional intelligence of students, also the study aimed to
recognize the variances of the common patterns as well as
levels of the emotional intelligence according to the
independent variables (gender, specialization, academic
year), furthermore, the study identifies the variances of
levels of the emotional intelligence among students
according to the left, right and integrated dominance brain
patterns. The Sample of study consisted of (329) male and
female students who are chosen randomly from the faculty
of physical education and sports science. The study used
Othman and Rizk Emotional Intelligence Scale and Diane
scale to measure the brain dominance after confirming its
validity and reliability. The results of the study showed
that the prevailing pattern among students was the
integrated dominance brain patterns. Also, there was no
significant effect of the independent variables (gender,
specialization, academic year) on the left, right, and

integrated dominance brain patterns. Moreover, high
levels of emotional intelligence, the results appeared no
effect of the dominance brain pattern in the emotional
intelligence.

Keywords Dominance Brain, Emotional Intelligence,
Physical Education, the Hashemite University

1. Introduction
The developed countries always endeavor to build
strong societies with highly qualified individuals. They
should be able to face the modern life requirements which
are full of stress and pressure that affect an individual
psychology, personality, and rationality. It also affects
individual’s ability to communicate with the society
around him as well as his ability in education to improve
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his performance and achievements.
The important, active, and vital role in this field became
associated with the educational institutions, especially
universities, which provide the society with experts of
scientific researches. These scientific researches reduce
effect of challenges, they regulate and treat them. They
increase ability of education and the logical thinking.
Learning physical skills has a direct contact with the
central nervous system, this require recruiting a brain
completely because of different jobs of the two human
brain hemispheres. All studies concerning brain agreed on
existence of what is called the brain dominance for a
human. The hemispheric dominance is a vital subject; it’s
combined with methods of thinking and education at
universities and schools. But it hasn’t been taught enough
in sports field. Its main idea goes around using one of the
two hemispheres (right or left) more than the other. This is
called the dominant hemisphere or the leader hemisphere,
because it directs individual’s behavior. Using both of
them will appear the integral pattern [1]. So one of the
brain hemispheres should lead these jobs. Then this
hemisphere is the leader hemisphere [2].
Many different fields support these studies, such as
medicine, neurology, psychology, and pedagogy. These
studies confirmed that the right and left hemispheres of
human brain are working differently. They’re not
profoundly agreed with understanding the reality or the
surrounding external world [3].
The concept of brain dominance is an individual’s
desire to depend on one hemisphere more than the other
one in treating information [2]. Brain dominance means
that one hemisphere is dominating on individuals’
activities, or depending on one half more than the other in
these activities.
As stated in some studies (Abraham et al., Asch) that
the left hemisphere of brain is mainly specialized in
treating linguistic, analytical, abstract, temporary, digital,
and logical information, while the other hemisphere is
mainly specialized in treating non-verbal, intuitive, total,
symbolic, and potential information [4, 5].
Thus Solso points out about studies in fields of brain
dominance show that the left hemisphere of a brain has a
private jobs, such as languages, concepts, analysis, and
classification, while the right hemisphere is associated
with arts, music, and recognition of faces and shapes [6].
Based on the previous studies, some experts and
researchers like (Razumnkiova; Torrance; Weinstein and
Graves; Bowden and Jung-Beeman) consider that the right
hemisphere of brain is responsible for the creative activity
which uses an imagination, anticipation, and possibilities
more than logic, and the defined detailed facts that come
through convergent thinking [7, 8, 9, 10].
Jensen showed to the importance of brain dominance in
treating and learning process, and directing thinking
patterns of individuals. He focused on studying teaching
and thinking methods, and brain preference throw

declared the 1990s is a brain decade, which refers to the
result of great discoveries which contributed in building
and developing brain’s jobs. This decade has a great
effect in human history [11].
McCarthy showed the relation between brain
dominance and thinking pattern in curriculums and
individuals. It also has an effect in choosing crafts and
academic specializations, some individuals choose their
crafts or the academic branches (Scientific, literacy,
agricultural, industrial, commercial, and nursing)
according to their learning and thinking patterns, and the
dominant hemisphere in their brains. The academic
subjects such as law, Social sciences and architecture need
comprehensive thinking pattern, this advantage makes
them suitable for the right-brain dominance owners. On
the other hand, other subjects, such as science, math,
engineering, and languages are suitable for the left-brain
dominance owners [12].
Accordingly on that reference [2] points to two thinking
patterns among individuals based on the brain dominance:
the logical thinking pattern which is one of the left
hemisphere jobs. The creative thinking pattern which is
one of the right hemisphere jobs.
Reference [13] pointed that the two hemispheres of
brain are bound together by the Corpus Callasum which
contains 420 million nerve lines. Also he explained that
the right hemisphere is dealing with the overall things and
dynamic skills, while the other hemisphere is dealing with
languages and symbols. Reference [14] confirmed that the
right hemisphere is responsible for translating symbols to
movements.
In this regard, (Sham'on) indicated that the left
hemisphere was the analyst, which used in learning new
skills, correcting mistakes, and providing a player with
information. But the other complementary hemisphere
dominate was used to achieve a skill performance step by
step under the lift hemisphere supervision [15].
There were different results for studies at universities
and schools in Arab and foreign environments about using
one of two hemispheres, the studies concluded that
students use the left hemisphere more than the right
hemisphere. Other studies pointed to the integration in
using the two brain hemispheres and this different
according to disciplines [16].
The emotional intelligence plays an important role in
the educational and academic fields. This important role
in different emotional states affects learning process to
face conflict and discrepancy between individual’s feeling
and his ideas [17]. Some students suffer from dominant
feelings such as frustration, anxiety, stress and fear which
affect their achievements, while the positive feeling such
as confidence, optimism, and motivation rise student’s
achievement and his ability to face challenges which are
caused by the educational problems [18].
In the two latest decades in the past century researchers
increased the importance of the emotional intelligence and
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its effect on the individual’s life. It develops his abilities
and helps him to get over pressures in his life. It also helps
to achieve happiness, success, and making positive
relations between each other [19, 20, 39].
Emotional intelligence considered as an importance
intelligent in the modern psychology; for its important
role in human’s life. It starts from a family, then reflects
on Sons rearing, then extends to schools and universities
where societies composition complete [21].
The individuals who have emotional intelligence are
able to go with effects and changes of life and
environment. They are the most successful in making
personal relations, while individuals who can't control
their emotions are suffering from self-control, moral
deficiency, and inability to read their minds and passions
[22, 23].
Undoubtedly intelligence is absolute weapon; its effects
appear on all individuals’ activities. Intelligent persons
who have full requirements can reach to superiority, fame,
and achieve more success whether in business field or in
the sport field [24].
Emotions are type of expressions about interior reaction.
Although emotions differ according to their causes, an
exaggeration or immoderation in our emotions is
considered Harmful to our interior body parts and
physiological changes.
The emotional intelligence represents the essential
skills that help normal individuals to achieve agreement
and unity. So it should be increased profoundly because of
its value in different fields to become more popular in the
upcoming years. [25].
This study provides knowledge for educational
individuals at universities; they can recognize the
common brain dominance patterns among students and a
level of the emotional intelligence. The study points to
effects of brain dominance patterns on the emotional
intelligence, this could help individuals to learn verbal
skills and choose a suitable way to learn those skills
according to the common brain dominance patterns and a
level of the emotional intelligence. Additionally, there
aren't enough studies concerning this subject in the local
and Arab studies, so this study defines an effect of brain
dominance and emotional intelligence in the motor
learning process at the sport fields.
In the past years, there was a clear progress in studying
individual’s features and characteristics, especially with
regard to his education, way of thinking and the effective
environment. An individual success is relevant to the
owned type of information and using them in thinking and
learning in different situations, the brain dominance and
emotional intelligence are active effects on individuals
learning process of motor learning.
The brain dominance is one of the contributing factors
in the educational process, especially if the educational
environment is designed to affect different learning
methods among students. From study brain dominance
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upon an individual, we can understand recognition process,
information treatment process, and learning patterns of
learners. Lecturers and teachers exploit implementations
and discoveries of brain dominance to improve the
educational process, as Soma sees its role in building the
educational process [26].
The emotional intelligence is considered the key of
success in the practical and social life. A student who
acquires emotional intelligence can be able to achieve the
academic intelligence feature; it can improve level of
achievements for students through developing and
acquiring the emotional intelligence.
Hence, the problem of this study coming from learning
physical skill is attached directly to the central nervous
system, this relation requires employing the brain
completely because of the different jobs of the two brain
hemispheres. Learning process requires positive
environment away from stress and pressure.
The brain dominance is one of the modern vital subjects
in the modern studies; it has great effect in thinking and
learning methods at universities and schools. It hasn't been
studied enough in sport field, even its effects on the
psychological and mental state. So the idea of study
comes to enhance and reveal concept of brain dominance
role, the effect on learning motor skill, and role of the
emotional intelligence in brain dominance.
So the purpose of the study is to answer the following
questions:
The first question: What are the common brain
dominance patterns among students?
The second question: What are the differences between
common brain dominance patterns according to the
independent variables (gender, specialization, academic
year)?
The third question: What are the differences in the
level of emotional intelligence according to the brain
dominance patterns (left, right, integrated)?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design
The design of this study was analytical descriptive
method, it helps to recognize level of the emotional
intelligence and the common brain dominance patterns
among students of the faculty of physical education and
sport science.
2.2. Papulation and Sample
The target population for this study was male and
female students at physical education and sport science
faculty in the Hashemite University enrolled for the
second semester of the academic years 2018/2019. The
sample for this study consisted of 329 students from (1034)
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as total community chosen randomly among students who
accepted participation in the experiment and they
constitute 31.82% of the total number of the society. And
Table (1) shows the distribution of the sample according
to the variables of the study.
Table 1.

Explains description of the sample

Variables
Gender

Specialization

3.
4.

Bowden & Jung-Beeman [1, 26, 34, 30, 28, 27, 26,
17, 11, 10].
According to the review, the researchers were
selected Diane scale for brain dominance and
Othman and Rizk for emotional intelligence Scale.
A panel of judges reviewed the questionnaires to
ensure that the items are appropriateness, and the
extent, linguistic clarity and probity, and to make any
suggestions on this instrument.
Ensure scientific transactions for the instruments like
validity, reliability and objectivity.
The study sample was determined to include male
and female students, as well as students in coaching
and sport management department and sport
rehabilitation department from all academic years.
Applying the tow scales on the sample and collecting
the required data.
Analyzing data and extracting results.

Repetition

Percentage

Male

149

45.29%

Female

180

54.71%

Total

329

100%

261

79.33%

68

20.67%

Total

329

100%

First

5

1.52%

second

78

23.71%

Third

136

41.34%

Fourth

92

27.96%



Other

18

5.47%

Total

329

100%

(Gender: Males, Females; Specialization: Coaching and
Sport Management, Sport Rehabilitation; the academic
year: First, Second, Third, Fourth, Others).

Coaching
and sport
management
Sport
rehabilitation

Academic Year

2.3. Instruments
Diane scale of brain dominance which translated to
Arabic language by Qadumi (2010) was used in this study.
It is 21 item instrument with two multiple choices in an
answer that can determine the brain dominance patterns.
One mark for each question, the highest mark is (21) [27,
1]. Also, Othman and Rizk for emotional intelligence
Scale was used which consists of (58) items measuring the
following five domains: (emotion management, empathy,
emotional cognitive, social communication, and
regulating emotions) with a five-way response scale [28].
Respondents were asked to rate items using a Likert-type
scale with 1 = Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 =
Neither Disagree nor Agree; 4= Agree; and 5 = Strongly
Agree as anchors. All items have been drafted in the
positive direction
2.4. The Procedures
The following processes were used to extract the
results:
1. Official approval from faculty deanship and
university administration were taken to implement
the study.
2. Review previous educational literature relating to
English and Arabic brain dominance and emotional
intelligence studies in, such as: Qadumi; Abdelhaq
&Al-Ajeli; Al-Hamouri; Al-Rantesi; Qadumi;
Othman & Rizk; Diane; Robins & Scott; McCarthy;

5.
6.

7.
8.

2.5. Study Variables



The Independent Variables

The Dependent Variables
(Brain Dominance Patterns, Emotional Intelligence).

2.5. Data Collection Procedures
Once consent forms were received from dean,
arrangements were made by the researchers to administer
the surveys or get the appropriate number of surveys.
Coordination with the head departments was made to
apply surveys through a general announcement for the
students. The sample was comprised of the students who
granted permission to participate in the study. Students
were solicited on a voluntary basis after a full explanation
of informed consent and confidentiality. Students were
also asked to sign a consent form, which further explained
the study. All data were collected in a manner that insured
anonymity of participants and were
treated
confidentiality. The packets containing consent forms,
pencils, questionnaires, and instructions were hand
delivered immediately following
each student by
researchers. Once students completed the questionnaires,
he delivered it to researchers. After collecting the
completed surveys, it were arrangement, classification,
creation of data files, and data analyses followed.
2.6. Data Analysis
The first research question asked, “What are the
common brain dominance patterns among students
according to the independent variables (gender,
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specialization, and academic year)” Repetitions and
percentages were used to answer research question. Also,
the second research question asked, “What are the
differences between common brain dominance patterns
according to the independent variables (gender,
specialization, academic year)” Chi-square test was used
to answer research question. As well, the third research
question asked, “What are the differences in the level of
emotional intelligence according to the brain dominance
patterns (left, right, integrated)” one way ANOVA test
was used to answer research question.

3. Results and Discussion
To answer the first question which refers to "What are
the common brain dominance patterns among students
according to the independent variables (gender,
specialization, and academic year)?" Repetitions and
percentages were used, and table 2 shows that.
From the table we can noted that the common pattern in
gender variable was the integrated pattern, both of them
males (102) and females (118). Right-brain dominance
pattern had the second rank with repetition (26) among
males sample, while had the third rank with repetition (27)
among females sample. Left brain dominance pattern had
the third rank with repetition (21) for males sample while
had the second rank with repetition (35) for females
sample.
In specialization variable, the integrated pattern had got
the first rank among students of management and sport
coaching, and physical rehabilitation specialization.
Number of repetitions among students of management and
sport coaching specialization are (172), whereas among
students of sports rehabilitation specialization are (48).
The second rank is the right-brain dominance pattern
among students of management and sport coaching
specialization (45) repetitions, then had the third rank
among students of sports rehabilitation specialization (8)
repetitions. Left-brain dominance pattern had the third
rank among students of management and sport coaching
specialization (44) repetitions, then had the second rank
among students of sports rehabilitation specialization (12)
repetitions.
While regarding to academic year variable, the common
dominance brain pattern was the integrated pattern,
numbers of repetitions are sequentially ( 4,55,81,66,14)
for the first, second, third, fourth year, and others. The
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second rank was the right-brain dominance pattern among
students of the first, fourth year, and others with
repetitions are sequentially (1, 14, 3), while had third rank
among students of the second and third year, the
repetitions are (14, 29). The second rank was the left
pattern among students of the second and third years with
repetitions are (9, 26), while had third rank among
students of the first year, fourth year, and others, the
repetitions are (0, 12, 1). Generally, it’s a clear form the
result that the common pattern was integrated pattern then
left pattern and right pattern respectively.
The researchers believe that the reason for this is due to
the nature of sports performance, which requires
effectively integrate between left and right brain
dominance patterns. In this regard, (Sham'on) indicated
that the left hemisphere was the analyst, which was used
in learning new skills, correcting mistakes, and providing
a player with information. But the right hemisphere was
complement which was used to achieve a skill
performance step by step under the lift hemisphere
supervision [15].  ﯾُﻼﺣﻆ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ أن اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﻟﺴﺎﺋﺪ ھﻮ، ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻋﺎم
 ﺛﻢ اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﻷﯾﻤﻦ،  ﺛﻢ اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﻷﯾﺴﺮ، اﻟﻨﻤﻂ اﻟﺘﻜﺎﻣﻠﻲGenerally, it is noted
that the results of the pattern is complementary style and
then left and then right style  ﯾﻼﺣﻆ أن ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﻨﻤﻂ ھﻲ، ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﻋﺎم
أﺳﻠﻮب ﻣﻜﻤﻞ ﺛﻢ ﯾﺴﺎر ﺛﻢ ﯾﻤﯿﻦCan't load full results
Try again
Retrying...
Retrying...
This result attributed to what Qadumi indicated that
ideal usage of the brain among university students, and the
advantages of the right and left patterns due to the nature
of the subjects they study which requires integration
between the theoretical and practical sides which
contributes to the optimal employment of the brain and
not being limited to one side regardless the other. All
these due to the large number of situations that students
are exposed to, [29].
The result also agrees with (Al-Rantesi; Al-Qur’an and
Al-Hamouri) studies, which pointed that the common
brain dominance pattern among football players is the
integrated pattern [30, 31], and (Ozrail) study which
referred that the integrated pattern was the common for
Palestine volleyball players [32]. Whereas, the result
disagreed with (Nofal; Al-Hamouri) studies which pointed
to the left pattern was the common among their samples
[33, 34]. References [26, 35] pointed to the right pattern
which was the common pattern among their samples.
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Table 2. Brain dominance patterns repetitions and percentages according dependent variables
Pattern Type
Variables

Gender

Specialization

Academic Year

Left

Right

Integral

Total

Repetition

Percentage

Repetition

Percentage

Repetition

Percentage

Repetition

Percentage

Male

21

6.38%

26

7.9%

102

31%

149

45.29%

Female

35

10.64%

27

8.21%

118

35.87%

180

54.71%

total

56

17.02%

53

16.11%

220

66.87%

329

100%

Management and sport
coaching

44

13.37%

45

13.68%

172

52.28%

261

79.33%

Sports rehabilitation

12

3.65%

8

2.43%

48

14.59%

68

20.67%

Total

56

17.02%

53

16.11%

220

66.87%

329

100%

First

0

0%

1

0.30%

4

1.22%

5

1.52%

Second

14

4.25%

9

2.74%

55

16.72%

78

23.71%

Third

29

8.82%

26

7.90%

81

24.62%

136

41.34%

Fourth

12

3.65%

14

4.25%

66

20.06%

92

27.96%

Others

1

0.30%

3

0.91%

14

4.25%

18

5.47%

Total

56

17.02%

53

16.11%

220

66.87%

329

100%
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Table 3. Explains results of Chi-square test for differences of the brain dominance patterns according to the variable independent (gender,
specialization, academic year)
Type

variables

Gender

Specialization

Academic year

left

right

integrated

male

21

26

102

female

35

27

118

management and
coaching

44

45

172

rehabilitation

12

8

48

first

0

1

4

second

14

9

55

third

29

26

81

fourth

12

14

66

other

1

3

14

To answer the second question which refers to ""What
are the differences between common brain dominance
patterns according to the independent variables (gender,
specialization, academic year)?" Chi-square test is used,
and table 3 show that.
It is showed in the table that there are no significant
differences in the patterns of the brain dominance (left,
right, integrated), according to the independent variables
(gender, specialization, academic year). The value of its
chi- square sequently amounted to (1.777, 1.201, 8.504),
and the levels of real significance differences amounted to
(0.411, 0.548, 0.86) sequently. All of them are higher than
the level of significance (a ≤ 0.05) that points out to
non-existent statistically significant differences in the
patterns of the brain dominance according to gender,
specialization, and academic year.
This result can be attributed to fact that the students of
the university are facing the same teaching methods, the
same curriculum and assigned the same educational
activities by teachers. Furthermore, they encounter in the
same educational environment and are having the same
culture approximately. University institutions are able to
perform a positive and important role in energizing and
integrating both hemispheres of the brain in terms of
processing information and thus help to improve the
capabilities of the individuals in high levels. Humanitarian
specializations might be the reason for that because they
give bigger opportunities to a completely and flexibly deal
with the phenomena that are related to them. University
curricula and all academic activities which are related

Chi-square

df

Asymp. sig

1.777

2

0.411

1.201

2

0.548

8.504

8

0.386

don’t differ too much from level to another level in terms
of their relationship to any activities of the brain
hemispheres.
This result is consistent with references [34, 36] that
pointed out to non-significant differences attributed to the
gender of student in the brain dominance. Moreover, it is
consistent with (Hamoda) study that referred to
non-significant differences in the patterns of brain
dominance attributed to gender and specialization
variables [26]. Also, agrees with (Sulaymani) research
that pointed out to non-significant differences in the
patterns of brain dominance attributed to specialization
variable [37]. Moreover, agrees with the results of (Ozrail)
research that pointed out to non-significant differences in
the brain dominance for volleyball players in Palestine
attributed to the variables of club’s degree, Centre of
playing, experience and qualification [32].
While it disagrees with the references [38, 35, and 33]
that pointed out to significant differences in patterns of
brain attributed to specialization variable. Also, reference
[1] pointed out to significant differences in the brain
dominance for football players attributed to the variables
of club level and in favor of the high level, center of
playing in favor of mid line players and high experience.
To answer the third question which refers to "What are
the differences in the level of emotional intelligence
according to the brain dominance patterns (left, right,
integrated)?" one way ANOVA test has been used, and
table 4 show that.
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Table 4. The results of one-way Anova test for the effect of brain dominance patterns on emotional intelligence
Variables

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Left-brain dominance pattern

56

2.68

4.21

3.4832

.38728

Right- brain dominance pattern

53

2.93

4.49

3.6790

.35138

220

2.02

5.00

3.6256

.45915

329

2.02

5.00

3.6100

.43559

F

Sig.

3.233

0.041

Integrated-brain dominance
pattern
Total sum of emotional
intelligence

Anova
Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

Between Groups

1.207

2

.603

Within Groups

60.839

326

.187

Total

62.046

328

It is showed from the table that the mean for whole
scale of emotional intelligence amounted to (3.6100),
while the mean of the emotional intelligence level for the
right pattern had the first rank and amounted to (3.6790)
while left brain dominance got the last rank with mean
amounted to (3.4832). All these means are considered
high because they are above mean.
It is clear regarding the effect of the brain dominance
on the level of the emotional intelligence that the value of
F-test amounted to (3.233), and the p-value amounted to
(.041), it is below the (a≤0.05). That points out to the
existence of significant differences in the level of the
emotional intelligence according to the patterns of brain
dominance. And to find the trend of differences to any
groups the scheffe test for post hoc comparison was used
and table 5 show that.
Table 5. Scheffe test results for the post hoc comparisons between brain
dominance patterns on emotional intelligence
(I) type

(J) type

Mean
Difference (I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

left

right

-.19586

.08279

0.062

left

integrated

-.14242

.06466

0.090

right

integrated

.05343

.06610

0.722

It is cleared from the table that the differences appeared
in favor to the right brain dominance which have the
highest mean, but these differences between groups are
not statistically significant because the levels of real
significance differences amounted to (0.062, 0.090, 0.722)
respectively, and all of them are higher than the level
(a≤0.05). The reason for this can be attributed to the high
levels of emotional intelligence in all brain dominance
patterns groups.
And this what the literature review related to brain
dominance emphasizes on it, it points out that the left
hemisphere of the brain is specialized specifically in
processing the linguistic, analytic, abstract, temporary,
digital, and logical information. The right hemisphere of
the brain is specifically specialized in processing
non-verbal, locative, intuitive, total, symbolic, and

potential information. This means that the left hemisphere
of the brain is linked to special functions, like language,
terms, analysis and classifications. While the right
hemisphere is linked to arts, music, addressing the place
and the recognition of faces and shapes, it is responsible
for the creative activity in human being. While the right
pattern is specialized in the creative thinking, the left
pattern is specialized in the logical thinking, and this
applied on the activity and the nature of sports activity.
All these skills lead to increase the level of emotional
intelligence for the students. And this can be explained by
nature of sports, physical activity, and applied scientific
lectures which increase an interaction among students,
making social relations and achieving accordance among
students. It also gives a real opportunity to develop
students’ personality. The physical curriculums and
courses are full of effective elements in the emotional
intelligence.
In 2006 Bar-on indicated to the person who has social
and emotional intelligence is able to understand himself
and others, he can also face challenges of life and a daily
pressure, and this enhances student's physical education
and physical activity.
The result agrees with Al_Qadomi study which
indicated to a high level of emotional intelligence among
police officers [28]. It also agrees with (Al_Zainat;
Al-Meziani) their studies indicated to an average level of
emotional intelligence among students [18] [19].

4. Conclusions
1.
2.
3.

In generally the integrated brain dominance was the
common patterns in students.
The independent variables (gender, specialization,
academic year) didn't affect the brain dominance
patterns (left, right, integrated).
The level of the emotional intelligence differs
according to the brain dominance patterns (left, right,
integrated) and in favour of right –brain dominance.
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